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I. Introduction 

In December of 1999, the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) promulgated final 
regulations to implement the prescription drug pedigree provisions of the Prescription Drug 
Marketing Act, as amended. These regulations required that the prescription drug pedigree go 
back to the manufacturer in all instances, despite the fact that authorized distributors are not 
required to provide a pedigree to their customers. These regulations have been stayed pending 
legislative action to address the language of the statute. 

Representatives of the Pharmaceutical Distributors Association (“PDA”) have :met with 
staff of the Subcommittee on Health, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, who have 
requested that PDA meet with FDA to ascertain whether FDA, on reflection, could revisit 
whether, under current law, the prescription drug pedigree can go back to the authorized 
distributor, as permitted under-FDA guidance-fi-om 1988 to’1.999. ‘- “’ ’ 

II. Background 

The Prescription Drug Marketing Act of 1987 (“PDMA’), Pub. L. 100-293, as amended 
by the Prescription Drug Amendments of 1992 (“PDA of 1992”), Pub. L. 102-353, provides, in 
pertinent part: 

(A) Each person who is engaged in the wholesale distribution of a drug subject to 
subsection (b) and who is not the manufacturer or an authorized distributor of reccrd 
of such drug shall, before each wholesale distribution of such drug (including each 
distribution to an authorized distributcr of record or to, aVretail pharmacy), provide the 
person who receives the drug a statement (in such form and containing such 
information as the Secretary may require) identifying each prior sale,” purchase, or 



trade of such drug (including the date of the tran&tion and the names and addresses 
’ 

., ‘. _: 
of all parties to the transaction). 

Federal Food Drug & Cosmetic Act (“FFDCA”), 9 503(e)(l)(A). 

It is clear (and undisputed) that under 0 503(e)(l)(A), prescription drug manufacturers 
and authorized distributors of record are-exempted from the requirement to provide “a statement 
. . . identifying each prior sale, purchase, or trade of such drug (in&ding the date of the 
transactiqn and the names and addresses of all parties to the’ t&tnsacti&)” (h&einaftei referred to 
as “pedigree”). ’ Instead, the pedigree requirement applies to all other licensed wholesalers of 
prescription drug products.2 

In 1988, following the enactment of PDMA but prior to the promulgation of tiy 
proposed rules to implement this legislation, FDA issued an August 1, 1988 Letter to ‘Regulated 
Industry and Other Interested Persons (“1988 Guidance”), interpreting the scope of the pedigree 
requirement as requiring, among other things, “all necessary identifying information regarding 
all sales in the chain of distribution of the product, l~ki&ti“%i~~ ‘the h&zufacturer br &h&ized 
distributor of record , . . ” (emphasis added). 1988.Guidance, p. 12.3 

The Agency’s 1988 interpretation and policy remained unchanged until 1994, when FDA 
published proposed rules to implement the pedigree requirement. 59 Fed. Reg. 11842 (March 
14, 1994). In those proposed rules-and in final rules published in ea;iyD&ember 1999, FDA 
reinterpreted the statute and required pedigree to report all prior sales back to the manufacturer in ,._ ._, 
e&-y instance. Id., at 11857, l’l’g68 (proposed 21 C.F’.R. $.203’.5O(a)(6));‘64 F&d: Reg. 67720, 
67761 (December 3, 1999) (final 21 C.F.R. $203.50(a)(6)). The effective date of thi final 
regulation has since been stayed. See e.g., 68 F&d. Reg. 4912 (January 31,2003) (stating the 
effective date for 21 C.F.R. $ 203150(a)(6) until April l’, 2004). 

In the preamble to its 1994 proposal, FDA infers (but never states directly) that the 
requirement that a pedigree go back to the manufacturer somehow evolves out of the PDA of 
1992: 

As Congress stated in the section-by-section analysis that accompanied the PDA [of 
19921 when it was introduced and passed; the stii&I; lan&.iag& in the PD;A [of 19921 
revision “makes it clear” thtit ariy tihoI&ale distribution of a Ijre&cription drug‘ by an 
unauthorized distributor; indluding any sile to another unauthorized ‘distiibutor, ‘an 
authorized distributor of record, or a retail hharmacy, must be preceded by a fuI1 and 
compIete identifying statement. “The identifying-statement,” the analysis ad&d, “must 
in all cases include the dates of each transaction involving the drug and the n&es and the 
addresses of all parties to the transaction, and must confain any such &her infdrmation as 

I See e.g., FDA’s June 2001 Report to Congress on the Prescription Drug Marketing Act (“Rep&-t”), pp. IX, 
9,22 (“FDA does not have the authority to require authorized distributors to maintain and pass on pedigree.“). 
2 The issue as to who properly is an “authorized distributor of record” is not the Subject df this 6i&norandum. 
3 FDA’s guidance was issued prior to the amendments made by the PDA of 1992. For the r&as&s set forth 
herein, nothing in the PDA of 1992 required FDA to change its 1988 policy permitting the prescription drug 
pedigree to start with an authorized distributor of record. 
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the Secretary may require.” (Congressional Re&d, page S 12061, August id, 1992; 
page H 6 107, August 12,1992). 

,I r : 

Passage of the PDA [of 19921 thus gave added emphasis to Congress’ intent, as stated in 
the legislative history of PDMA, to restore accountability to the wholesale sector of the 
pharmaceutical market and to regulate the wholesale~distribution of prescription drug 
products. (H. Rept.’ 100-76, pp. 16-17; S. Rept. 100-202, p. 7). 

Proposed 3 20350(a) would restate the statutory requirement that, before the completion 
of any wholesale distribution by an unauthorized wholesaler to another wholesale 
distributor or retail pharmacy, the seller is required to provide to the purchaser a 
statement identifying each prior sale, purchase, or trade of such drug. It would require 
that the drug pedigree include: (1) The proprietary and established name of the drug; (2) 
the dosage; (3) the container size; (4) the number of containers; (5) the drug’s ‘lot or 
control number(s); (6) the business name and address of all parties to each prior 
transaction involving the drugs, starting with the manufacturer; and (7) the date of each 
previous transaction involving the drug. 

59 Fed. Reg. 11842,11857. 

In the Preamble to the final rule, FDA again expressed its general view that the language 
of the statute as amended compelled the Agency to require pedigree back to the manufacturer: 

Section 503(e)(l)(A) of the act requires that, prior to completion of a wholesale 
distribution of a prescription drug by a person who is not the manufacturer or an 
authorized distributor of the drug, a statement must be provided to the recipient 
identifying each prior sale, purchase, or trade bf the drug, including the date of the 
transaction, and the names and addresses of all parties to the transaction. There is no 
indication in PDMA that Congress intended that the statement include only those sales, 
purchases, or trades since the drug was last handled by an authorized distributor. Thus, 
an unauthorized distributor is required to provide a full drug origin statement in 
accordance with PDMA and the final rule whether or not. it has purchased a prescription 
drug from an authorized distributor of record. Although the agency encourages 
authorized distributors to provide a drug origin statement to unauthorized distributors, 
they are not required to do so under PDMA or the final rule. - -. ’ 

64 Fed. Reg. 67720,67747 (emphasis added). Neither FDA’s proposal nor the final rule 
discussed in any detail FDA’s contrary interpretation in the 1988 Guidance. The failure of the 
Federal Register notices to explain the basis for this important change is stunning. 

More recently, in its Report, FDA reiterated its position that 21 C.F.R. 3 203.50(a)(6) is 
based on the statutory requirement that pedigree identify “each prior sale, purehase, or trade of 
such drug.” Report to Congress, pp~. X-XI. The Agency concluded, 

Because 0 203.50 reflects the language of the statute, the FDA believes that it cannot 
revise the regulation to make it consistent with the-status &o [i.e:, the “pedigree need only 
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go back to the most recent authorized distributor who handled’the di-ugj. Such a 
requirement would necessitate a statutory change . . . -1 Co&ess couldrequire that the 
pedigree go back only as far as the last authorized distributor, rather than to the 
manufacturer. ‘: 

Id., pp. XI, 23; see also id., p. 24 (“The exact meaning of the $rase “each prior safe’)’ can be 
addressed only through statutory remedies.“) 

FDA has also stated that under its final,regulation, 

An unauthorized wholesale distributor that-purchases a product from a manufacturer or 
authorized distributor ofrecord withbut an identifying statement showing the jprior sales 
of the drug could not provide an identifying statememto its purch&i-‘s~ and therefore, 
could not conduct further $vholesale transactions of the drug in com$ance With’5 203.50. 

65 Fed. Reg. 56480, at 5648 1, n. 2 (Sept. 19,200O). After commissioning its study resulting in 
the June 2001 Report, FDA further observed that authorized distributo& of record are not, and / . v‘,XI.w” likely will not be, providing the information that tiiiiiiiG&-iikd iirholesale dis’t~butbrs-~~uldneed 
to satisfy 3 203.50. Report, ppi V & 15.(“the statements~submitted to the docket by the primary _.. 
distributors are generally consistent with those submitted by the secondary distributors, 
indicating that they generally are not providing pedigrees. In addition, several primary 
distributors stated that their warehouse operations are not currently set’up in a way that facilitates 
providing pedigrees, and it would be expensive for them to do so. Therefore, as a practical matter, the large distsg-,6i~ ,& %--& ~~~~ar’io’ii~;Niilin~.~~ ~~~;E;t~~~~~~~~~~~e~i~~~~.,.,~~ Iii 

addition, FDA received comments and hearing testimony-from individuals and entities that 
purchase drugs from secondary distributors, such as retail grockrystores,‘ph~~~~s; and 
physicians, which indicated th,at the secondary distribution market is critical to’their operations 
and to the provision of medicine to consumers. -FDA described these comments and testimony as 
follows: 

‘.,: ._ 1, 

For example, . . . pharmacists frequently use more than one distributor to meet their 
supply needs and secondary tiholesale‘distributors are used extensively’by Rharmacies, 
particularly to obtain unusual products or to purchase drugs &hen a pharmacy is in a 
remote area not served by one of the larger distributors. Although pharmacies do 

” purchase directly from manufacturers ‘and authorized distributors, secondary distributors ‘*.a<i.“....,.“,. . a., -. gre‘ofien’used as~‘b.&~ptis ‘to, ensure adcgis & a’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y are ^ ,,, _ _, _) ,_ 

needed. 

Report, pp. V & 15. 

The fact that authorized. distributors pfrecord willnot, for all practical purposes, give the 
secondary market the inform$tion they Would need to cbm$y with the pedigree inf%%tion’ ’ 
required by the final rule, coupled with the fact that the secondary market is a critical part of the 
prescription drug supply chain, necessarily results in the FDA’s final regulations having a 
crippling economic impact. If the final rules .are,irnplemented as currently drafted, over6,O~O 
businesses (most of them small businesses) that are critical to’ the disu-ibution of pi-es&i&on 
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drugs will either operate in violatjon of the regulation, subjecting themselves to regulatory action 
and significant product liability exposure, or be forced put of business due tb thkir in&ility to ~ . ,, 
obtain and provide the required pedigree, 

To date, other than the passages quoted above, the Agency has provided neither any legal “I_-“. analysis nor any legal authority to support its pdsition that thk pedigree requir’emcnt r;lust, in 
order to be consistent with the statute, include documentation of prior purchases of a prescription 
drug back to the manufacturer in every instance. Iti fact, and as is demonstrated herein, 
established principles of statutory cbnstruction compel the opposite result. Irideed, the plain 
language of the statute shows that in PDMAPDPiof 1992 Co@r&s intended that the pedigree 
include only those sales, purchases, or trades since the drug was last handled by ti atithorized 
distributor. Accordingly, FDA’s original interpretation of the pedigree requirement embodied in 
its 1‘988 Guidance permitting pedigree to report back to the last purchase from an authorized 
distributor is mandated by the statute.. Even if not so mandated, ‘FDA’% is!38 Guid&& is 
certainly the only reasonable interpretation of $ 503(e)(l)(A): Cor&a@to fhe cbtir&‘followed 
by the FDA since 1994, agencies of the United States government do’not usually inte$et the 
statutes under which they operate to force most of an industry out of its business. Accordingly, 
FDA’s 1988 Guidance permitting pedigree to start with the manufacturer or authorized 
distributor of recol;d should be reinstated through reconsideration and ptiblication of’ 2 revised . . ._ 1. 
proposed 21 C.F.R. $203.50(a)(6). 

III. Legal Analysis 

A. FDA Has the Authority t6 R&isKIts Interpretation of the’ Pedigree 
Requirement and Issue A Revised Proposed R@ul&ioti ._ 

The Agency has the authority to revisit and to change 21 C.F.R. $203.50(a)(6) through 
formal notice and comment procedures. Such activity is far fiom.unprecedented: as i-ecently as 
last October, FDA reconsidered and proposed to amend its final regulations regarding new drug 
application patent listing requirements and proposed to i-evise final regulations regarding the 
effective date of approval for certain abbreviated new drug applications and certain applications 
submitted under $505(b)(2) of the FFDCA. See 67 Fed. Reg. 65448 (October 24,20$2). Indeed, 
these reconsiderations were the b&is for C&@&sional staff’s suggestion th& the’ PDA ask that 
FDA revisit its position regarding’the scope of the pedigree requiremint. 

It is therefore plainly apparent that there is no~re@l&‘~~htirdle ‘Wt i$-&%&‘~ l%A fioti ‘̂  ‘- 
revisiting and revising its position’ currently set $$th in xhe fii& I&? l!DA @r&es %& the 
proposition that FDA is constrained, as it always is, to implement.the law as written. However, 
for reasons stated below, the ‘Agency iK&$y inco& iti its-posit& that the &&e&prohibits 
them from returning to their previotis position thit pedigree can coti&iLe with the ^ 
manufacturer or authorized distriliutor of record. ” 

, , /,b ,._ _ 

_. 
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B. Under (I’hevrun and Well-Established>Prfnciples of Statutory Construction, Q 
503(e)(l)(A) Requires Unauthorized Distributors To Obtain’PCdigree Back 
To Either The Manufacturer Or An Authorized Distributor Of Record 

Chevron provides that where Congress speaks directly to an issue, an Agency is not I” .“” _ . entitled to any deference on a differing interpretation the agency must grve effect to the - I ./, /x .,.., _/ _ * )~_ I” < I ^, i./ I/ . unambiguoitsiy exj$%ssed intent ‘of~~Congr&s. K%GV’&, lXT?..X’~ Inc. v. Natural Resources 
Defense Counsel, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, at 842-3 (1984). A court will not deferto the~agency’s 
reading of a statute if that interpretation is’not reasonable, is inconsistent with the statutory 
purpose, or is in conflict with the with’the statute’s ‘plain language. 

_( _ I 
As explained in more-detail below, the plain language of 5 503(e)(l)(A) is clear that 

Congress unambiguously intended that licensed wholesale distributors that are not “authorized” .“.1.“” GI i” need obtain pedigree only back to either the manufacturer or an authorized- d&ributor of record. /“” -.. 1, ,. I(,~ -v6..~-.e Ib,.*-/_,m^ _ ‘,‘;“*,‘” 
However, assuming arg&ndo that the statute is not clear on its face; th&&y~reas&%le 
interpretation proffered by FDA that can withstand judicial scrutiny is the interpretation supplied 
by the Agency its 1988’ Guidance. 

ii _. _ ,. _, i ,_ 

(1) The Plain f;anguage’iu $503(e)(l)(A) Speaks Directly To The Scope of 
the Pedigree Requirement For’Secondary Wholesalers and Exempts 
Secondary Wholesalers From a Requirement-To Identify Prior Sales 
of Product that It Purchases From a Manufacturer or An Authorized 
Distributor 

The cannons of statutory construction include among them the fundamental principle that 
each provision of B statute must be given meaning in-the context of the statute as a’tihole.’ See 
United States v. Wilson, 290 F.3d 347,355 (D.C. Cir. 20021, ht. denied, 123 S:Ct. 581(2002) 
(citations omitted). Indeed, “[i)t is the ‘classic judicial task” of construing related statutory 
provisions “to ‘make sense’ in combination.” Id. (quoting Uizi’ied States v. Fausto, 48”4 US. 439, 
453 (X988)). 

Section 503(e)( 1) contains three distinctclausesor sections. Taken’indiviclurilly, each 
clause does the following: 

The first clause in $503(e)(l)(A), “Each person who is ,engaged in the wholesale 
distribution of a drug subject to subsection (b) and who is not the manufacturer or authorized 
distributor of record of such drug . . .” establishes a categorical exemption for inanufaeturers and 
authorized distributors of record from the pedigree requirements that follow. 

The next section of $ 503(e)(l)(A), “ . . . shall, before each wholesale distribution of such 
drug (including each distribution to an authorized distributor of record-or to a retail pharmacy), 
provide the ‘person v&o receives thk dmg a statement (in such ‘form ‘and containing such 
information as the Secretary may require),” establishes that a statement must be provided by all 
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other wholesaler distributors to recipients (whether such recipients be authorized distributors of 
record or retailers or others) before wholesale distribution ,of the drug. 

In isolation, the remaining text in 6 5‘03(e)( l)(A), “identifying each prior sale,’ purchase, 
or trade of such drug (including the date of the transaction and the names and addresses of all 
parties to the transaction),“~dkscribes’theinfo~ation that needs to be contained in thedrug 
statement. As we understand it, -FDA’s current position is that in the absence of additional 
language in this part of 9 503(e)(l)(A) limiting “each prior sale, purchase, or trade” back to the 
last authorized dealer of record, the pedigree requirement must’refer to “each $ior sale%& to - 

., .*.rl_ “,~ 1. 

the first sale by the manufacturerin every instance. See e.g., Report to Congress, &‘XI‘ . 

However, under the fundamental m-h-rciple that each provision of a statute must be given 
meaning in the context of the statute as a whole, the third section of $ 503(e)(l)(A) cannot be 
read in isolation. See Nova Pharm.” Corp. v. ShaZgJa, 140 F.3d 1(X$ ‘atXK7(quoting P&Lij”e “- 
Insurance Co. v. Dedeaux, 481 U.S. 41,52 (1987): “[I]n expounding a statute, we must not be 
guided-by a single sentence or member of a sentence, but look to the provisions of’the whole law, 
and to its object and policy.“). Specifically, this portion of $-SO3(e)(l)(A) must be read.in the 
context of the fact that authorized distributors of record are unquestionably exempted’nom 
pedigree requirements through the first clause of $503(e)(l)(A). Signif’icantly~‘this i’sthe case 
whether the authorized distributor has purchased the product directly”Ii-om the manufacturer, or 
whether the authorized distributor buys product‘later in the distribution chain. 4 In sum, what the 
plain language of § 503(e)(l)(A) provides is an unqualified exemption for the authorized 
distributors of record: authorized distributors ofrecord are&t required to &-o&ice a drug 
statement when they make wholesale distributions of product, irrespective of the source of the 
product that they are distributing. .,* ,. . ,_ ,, .,. ,-.i “‘̂  _,‘i ” -> _(I ” /<, 

. . . I _ .) > 
Reading the provision as a whole as we must, the “each prior sale, purchase, or trade” 

language andthe “names and addresses of all parties to’tlie nansaction’ i~~&‘$ ‘& ‘third * 
clause of 9 50’3(e)( l)(A) are & &e~~$%‘r&&.G?ly q;C~zj&l by the exzstence of the ,.. _ . ..-. . : 1 I ̂ ..,... , . _ _ ).“.,.. ) ‘ - 1 

unequivocal exemption‘for manufacturers or authorized distribut&slr~ ‘Stated differently, the ;_ . ., __ ,. .~ 1_:, <s ,” 

4 

. I 
In its Report, FDA indicates that the market has changed dramatically since 1987: noting that contrary to 

the Agency’s earlier understanding, today ‘*some dnigs’may go through several transaction cycles ‘involving multiple 
primary and secondary wholesalers before arriving at their retail dest&ation~’ Report, p. ‘a; SG aGb id, pp. .S,‘2U- 
2 1. It is clear, however, that Congress understood that this was‘occurring when it enacted the PDA of 1992’. 
Specifically, through the PDA of 1992 Congress added’& follow%ig language to d%ribe’the’scope ‘ofwholesale . 
sales subject to pedigree requirements: “(including each distribution to an authorized distributor of recc$ or to a 
retail pharmacy)“, making it ciear that.dongress understood that there were. situations where licensed wholesalers who are not “autho~ed”.would seil prescription ~g~~~d~~~~~~~th~~~~d~~~u~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~~~.~~~~.~..~. c ‘I_., _ I.(-.*&. ._1. 

353, 0 4. Armed with this appreciation ofthe market, Congress nevertheless chose to leave unalteredits _ . 
comprehensive exemption for authorized dealers from pedigree requirements, and authorized dealers’who then resell 
product that they buy from secondary dealers need not provide ‘any pedigree to subsequent pu’Z$i%&K’?he xgericy x ll...*“~“.l_l_l, 

raises for Congressional consideration whether the exemption for’authoiiied distiibutors’is’coirect’as aPolicy _ 
matter. See e.g., Report, pp. 2 1-22. We do not understand .PDA to>be, cu#ntly pursuing this position with 
Congress, but even ifit were, FDA remaT@$obligated to issue regulatrons that implement the pedigree requirements 
under the language of the statute as it currently stands, and cannot, because it has a larger policy problem with 
Congress’ ‘statutory exemption for authorized distributors, distort the statute in such a’ way as to require’pedigree on 
secondary distributors in excess of the statutory mandate. See e.g., Backc&mt$i4g?%.it Dum$s ti:‘EpA, ldd*F.3d ~ 

1 ,, ,..m,/. _..‘ ,/ ,l_l_ 

147, 151-2 (D.C. Cir. l-996). - . -.., 4 

_i 
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exemption that FDA seems to be saying needs to be added tb the statute in the last clause in 
order to support PDA’s position ijs already there by virtue of the exemption in the fir& clause.’ 
See Rob&z~~,~ v. Shell QiZ Co., 519 U.S. 337,34’1 (1997) (“The plainness oi &b&it? of 
statutory language is determined by reference to the language itself, the specific con@xt in which 
that language is used, and the broader context of the statute” as a whoie.“)(citations omitted). . (I -, (1 

Instead of relying on what the stat&e specifically iequiies’ @6o;‘tra.&a&ioti &t&) and ,I,“.. ,*< _ ,,“a, ,.,.. iuTrr-hi, “W ““,rruv I** .b”*.“db-., -.~‘.:~:,r~“~~..*~~~- ,.“*r..rr,. ,*,,.a-. _,*( I I Y. ,,. _. _I exempts (“authorized” disttib&&);@iild j$ng’n&mng to both ofthese provlslons together, * 

FDA implies, wrongly, a negative - “there is no indication”’ Co&re& ‘did noi want thk pedigree 
to go back to the manufacturer. This is word play and tiothing more.6 

(2) Even if the Statute is Ambiguous, FDA’s Current Interire<atitin Is 
Not Entitled To C&won Deference .., 

+ .-1 

If a statute is silent pr,ebiguous with respect to the-specific issue, an agency’s 
construction will not be disturbed”if it is “‘a reasonable accommodatio~,of~o$licting policies . . . 
unless it appears from the statute or its legislative history that the accommodation‘is rjot’one that 
Congress would have sanctioned.“’ Chewon, 467’ u.sb $g$J (&y.& omitted), yLing 

_. _... ,” 
arguendo that $ 503(e)(l)(A) is ambiguous as to tl!ie s&p& of the pedig& r&qtiir&merit fc$ 
secondary wholesale distributors; &e Agency’s 1988 Guidance in&&&g thZltp&or s&& cti 
commence with an authorized dis@ibutor provides the only reasonable interpretation df that 
statute. By contrast, the agency’s final regulation is not re%ontible, and ctiotwithsiiatid a 
Chevron: prong-two analysis. ,... 

(a) Contrary To FDA’s Vague Assertions, Theie is N&h@ in‘the 
Statute or Its Legislative History Tha‘t Requires PGdigrke Batik To 
The Manufacturer In Every Instance -. ’ ” ‘ 

Contrary to the Agency’s vague ass&ions Ihit ihe legislaiiire hi&S@ ofth&*PDMA or the 
PDA of 1992 require the pedigree to go back to the tieufacturer in every instance, tli& feality^is 
that nothing in the legislative history actually does so. 

5 Indeed, the fact that the “each prior sale, purchase, or trade” language and the “names and addresses of all 
parties to the transaction” language does’not conta& a phrase indicating ‘that it is‘l&nit~d bGk~Ge$l%r%G” -’ 
manufacturer or authorized distributor bfrecord iS in its~lfsignificant, l&t iiot forXe reasohscif~d~bj;FDA; The 
omission of any reference to either a manufacturer or authorized distributor in the last sectidn &fyjw(e);( l)‘(A) is 
signifitiant not because it suggests that s&ondary distributors niust report prior sales back t&the manuf&turer in 
each instance, but because it shows that th& “each prior sale, purchase, or @de” language was ‘intended” to and is 
necessarily qualified by the scope of the entire exemption set forth in the‘ first’section‘of $503(e)(i)(A): In this 
case, silence ixi the last section of 503(e)( l)(A) effectuate! tin una@biguous intent of%otigress to quahfy the scope 
of the pedigree requirement to the scope of the exemption sit forth in the first se&& of 503(e)( l)(A): * “- *’ . -’ 
6 In the absence of a “clearly expressed legislative intention’ to $6 contrGy,““ihk ‘S~n~~~~e’~~~~~~~~~~~~S~‘~-’ _.___ __ ., ,_.-.I 

“must ordinariIy be regarded as &%i&Xe:“‘“’ ciji;.,hi,pFGd. 

109 (1980). ,,. _ ~ I_ ‘, . . , 
safip ‘cG-G”)g ~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~“.~‘“-~ .~r‘*. ~. _ .- 

Thus, even if legislative hi&tory were refevant to Ch&on ‘$iorig-& efyZ;is; i&h l~gi&&vi: hi&* ’ 
would need to be extremely persuasive in order to justify FDA’s reading. A&-on v. SEC,‘446 U.S.’ &$~697 (1980). 
As is described in greater detail iy Section I&B(2)(a) below, there ‘is tie lzgislative history to even remotely support 
FDA’s current interpretaticir;; let alone, any persuasive leg&&% ~f~~~~~that could oVercome the $ain*me&Gng of . /,” _... /.*...,. the statute. By contrast, quite the oljposlte 1s true. ” _,_ll_- ,. , .^ ,, ,. ,> (“, >)a8 \ ,.,. -,_ ,I , . ~., , . _; _ .,” ..I. (. ” , 

. ,,. ._I _. > “~ I ,-I _I 
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Congress has never enum erated - either in the l,egisIative history for ‘I% thne‘PBA 
of 1992 - a concern that pedigree be traced to the m anufacturer as the Agency wouldj+equire. In a-- .-..* ---.--.d its section by section analysis of PDMA,~the SenatePinarice Co*iiK&e m drcated that eder the . *  _ *, _.~ ., . PDMA,7 “[u~nauthorized dist.butors will be-&-;f-d to cert;ff.G-?- sfitig to &g-~h&fesal;rs. -, 

.-“-c / 2. _” II I li*.^.l “” .,.“, “~,yp. li x, ,e, ,/ ” i. (*.<.k*r,, *  , .#,i j a_ jl 
the source andplace from  tihich they’obtam ed then drugs. s*‘Rk. 1*o-3o3 (MGEl;“.is;,fs8Bi,. 

1988 U.S.C.C.A.N 57, at 63. There is absolutely nothing in this legislative history that suggests ./ 
that the PDMA pedigree requirem ent could be satisfied onlyby Brticul&ion of prior sales back to 1 
the m anufacturer. 

Years after FDA issued its 1988 Guidance, Congress enacted the PDA of ‘1992.to ad’dress 
issues that had arisen since enactm ent of PDMA. Specifically, through the PDA’of 1992, 
Congress clarified $503(e)(l)(A) to m ake it clear that code systems being utilized by certain 
secondary distributors to identify source and place was’not adequate, and specifically’required 
identification of”the names and addresses ofall parties to ~~~-~~~~~~i~~n:“‘ ~~~ ~~~~d~.Beg.‘~t ~ “” 

11857; 64 Fed. Reg. at 67747. As FDA h&s noted, the legislative history of the PDAljof 1992’ 
provides: “The identifying statem ent m ust in all cases include the dates of each tram & tion 
involving the drug and the nam es and the addresses of all parties to the transaction, and m ust 
contain any such other inform ation as the Secretary m ay require.“,S’ee 59 Fed. Reg.~~f 1842, 
11857. FDA places inappropriate weight on the “all cases” language therem , which sim ply 
refers to the fact that Congress understood that there were certain cases whore codes tiere being 
utilized by som e secondary distributors in lieu‘ofm ore detailed origin m form atibn, and that that 
practice was not sufficient. 

,,I. ., 

Thus, although it had the opportunity, and although FDA’s 1988’ Guidance position 
regarding the scope of pedigree was available to it, Congress. did not undertake to correct FDA’s 
1988 Guidance position to specify that the pedigree m ust go back to”the m anufactu&<’ h&ad, 
Congress left FDA’s 1988 Guidance perm itting pedigree to go back to an authorized distributor 
untouched and intact. Congressional failure to revise or repeal the-Agency’s “1988 interpretation -*___l L.eJt Ix,I_. VYn_*j(_ .,s.**( ,... ~.,I ., *, is persuasive evidence that the interpretation is.& one i;zt~~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~ee E$ng v. 
Com qnm ity Nutritibn Inst., 476 US. 974,983 (1986) (citations omitted); see also’Unii;ed S tates 
v. Rutherford, 442 U.S. -544, n. 10‘ (“once an agency’s statut&y constru’ction’has been’fully 
brought to the attention of the public and the Congress,” and the latter has not sought‘to alter that _ _,*__ “../.*. 1 r*.s-‘.“..r 
interpretation although it has amended t&statute m  other respects~then presum ab~j%e ‘. ;_ 

,“~. _. 
_. 

legislative intent has been correctly discerned.“) (citations omitted). 

Thus, contrary to the pream ble to the proposed and final rule, the PD”A of 1992 are in ^. . .“: ;,, truth and in fact an affirm ation of that part of the 1988‘guidance thatdech&d the pedrgree could 
go back to an authorized distributor: ‘FDA’s unexplained ~d”~~out-f~c~-det~~in~t‘io~~~~t prior ’ 

/_. _~ 
’ As originally enacted, YDMA provided, in $ertinent p&-t: : 

Each person who is engaged in the wholesale distribution of tigs subject to subsection (b).&d wh0 is not i ..j _A.... -,e. I<<. li( j. ” L I_ p. 
an authorizeil distiib;lto~ bf r&&d B&%fdrugs shall provide to each S&~ale di&rib&r Of”s&h’&u& a 
statement ider$iQing each sale ‘bf ‘the drug (inSx%ri~ the aate of thk Sale) beTote thi $a‘le~t’b‘k& Wholesale 
distributor. 

.., I 

Pub. Law lOO-293;s 6(e)(l). 
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sales must be traced back to the manufacturer is inconsistent with the statute and its legisiative 
history and cannot withstand judicial scrutiny. 4 

(b) FDA’s Interpretation Plroduces An Impermikibly Absurd 
Outcome 

FDA’s current interpretation of 0 503(e)(l)(A) not only reads the final section of the 
provision in isolation without giving meaning to the remainder of the provision, but results man 
impermissibly absurd outcome. S~ecifically,‘FlXA’s readingofthe statute‘results in one of tie 
equally nonsensical outcomes -- either: ‘(a) §W3(e)( l)(A) 

^) I.-, I . . _ -o,rd 6ioadly and &.i~ticaiiy - 

exempt manufacturers and authorized distrihutors‘from the requirement to mGitaiin’%l~i;;ovide %‘ . 
pedigree, and then as a practical matter,. require those same authorized distributors of record to 
provide pedigrees; or alternatively, (b) it would impose a requirement on those wholesale 
distributors who tie not authorized that is impossible to satisfy. ” * ” . .’ &’ ’ .- ’ 

As FDA well knows, a literal reading of a statute which would lead to absurd k&s must 
be avoided when the statute can be given a reasonable gpIjiication‘consistent’wifh.its bords’aiid . 
with the legislative pu$ose. H&&v~Co.~ ti H&&iiz~;‘308 U.S.“389; 394 (1940) (citations ..I ,. omitted); see qlso +fova Pharm. Corp. v. Sh&ia,~‘f40 l?%X%o,’ 1068 (D.C. &:‘Gi99!~ “‘It is a familiar mle, that a thing may be within the,letfer df ~~e’,:~~~~~~~‘,~a”“~~~~‘;ii:.w~~~~’TBe’st~~~~~ ).I /,.- . ..I 

because not within its spirit nor within the intention of its makers . . . If a literal-construction of 
the words of a statute be absurd, the act must be so construed as to avoid the absurdity.“’ MoV& 
Pharm., at 1068 (quoting Holy.T?bii& ChurCh v. I%%dSt&es; S43fJX 453; 459-60 (1892)). I. .v”.. ̂ l” 

.,, i. t. .I, I ,“_)_ _“. _, 
In deciding whether a result is absurd, a court considers, not only whether that result is 
contrary to common se&&but also whether,it is inconsistent with the clear intentions of 
the statute’s drafters - that is, ‘whether theresult% ~ab&d’~hen considered m the “-~ .,__- ,‘ _ _ :: ’ 3 ’ ” z, - ‘..3Jt:i,,L”,& .~&%s.-e i,b r. ,;.., ., / 

particular statutory context. If “‘the literal application of a statute will produce a result demonstrably at odds with the intentions of lts dr~~~~~~.“~y*:Ili~~~~~~~~i~~ ;;rfK;ds&&.“i. _ “, If ,. ” *.L.. .I_ .~, * _ , __ 

rather than the strict language, controls.“’ : 

Id. (quoting United States v. Ron Pair Enterpkfes, 489’U.S. 235,242 (1989) and Gr$%v. 
Oceanic Contractors, In& 458 rr:S-~‘S6~,57‘1“(1;482)). ” ” * ” ’ 

FDA has stated that under its final regulation, 
;_ 

An unauthorized wholesale distributor that purchases a product fi-om a manufacturer or 
_,_ 

authorized distributor of record without an identifying statement showing the prior sales 
of the drug could not provide an identifying statement to its‘$r&asers,‘ a.GlTherefore; _ - -. ’ 
could not conduct further wholesale~transactions,ofthe drug in com~li&G’ ;;ith 6 203:“50. ” .’ ’ 

65 Fed. Reg. 56480, at 56481, n. 2,(Sept. 19,200O). FDA also knows that authorized 
distributors of record will not for all $ractical p@oses,‘provide the‘unauthorized disnibutors 
with the information that theywould riced to domply’with $203.50. Report to”&!@i-ess~ pp. V .. ~ _ .-_“, ,.. .,” L Ix_. .-. “,.l, 

& 15. If the final rule is implemented as’G-rently dr;ified, the’ economic impact is staggering: 
over 6,000 businesses, most of them small businesses, that are critical to the prescription drug 

. 
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supply will be put out of business for lack of an ability to obtain and provide the required 
pedigree. 

” ,._ * _ 
There can be no question that.Congi-ess envisioned gt least&% things via&e &-&m&t .- - 

of Section 503(e)(l)(A): first, that licensed ‘manufacturers and’lidensea‘g~~liloi-iikd-~stributdrs of 
record were exempt fiom~ pedigree requirements; and’ second; that licensed distributors, other 
than authorized distributors ofreciord, &&I l&fully continue to operate in the prescription drug 
wholesale market. See e.g., S. Rep.‘lOO-303 (Mai-kh 18, 1988), 19’8s‘ U.S.C.C.AN57,‘at 62 ‘” 
(describing the purpose of subsection 505(e)-as“% restore acd-otuitability to the wholesale sector 
of the pharmaceutical market, and to regulate the [continued] wholesale distribution of 
prescription drug products.“). When a literal reading of a statute would thwart the purposes of 
Congress -- as it would here by either imposing as a practical matter on authorized distributors of 
record the very requirements the section seeks to exempt them from, or by effectively forcing 
“other than” authorized distributors of record, out of business -- t’the agency may deviate no 
further from the statute than is needed to protect congressional intent.” iifova Pharm., I40 F.3d 
at 1068. The Agency did just that in its 1988 Guidance by imposing on “sk&ndary” bholesale ’ ’ 
distributors an obligation to obtain pedigree back to the manufacturer or a&honked ‘d&ibutor of 

’ record. In contrast; through ‘the- agency’s’final rule, the “FDA has embarked upon an ‘ 
adventurous transplant operation in response to blemi&esin the statutethat &ildh&ve been ’ 
alleviatedwith more modest corrective surgery.” ‘I‘d., 1069. The more modest corrective surgery 
is of, dourse, the AgenCy’s interpretation of the.st&ute embodied in its 1988’ Guidance. 

C. The Agency’s Final F$ile Violates the APA 

As demonstrated above, the Agency’s final rule, incorr&tly and impermissibly interprets 
$ 503(e)(l)(A). A s such, it is arbitrary and capriCious and otherwise not in accordan% with law 
under the Administrative ‘Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. $ 701 et. se& (“APA”).’ 

In addition, agency actions - including changes in policy - that ladk a reasoned basis ’ 
constitute arbitrary and capricious action in violation of the APA. See 5 U.SCV$ 706(2)(A); see 
e.g., Greater Boston Tel. %orp., v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841, 852 (D.C. Cir. 1.970), cert. de&d, 403 
U.S. 923 (1971) (“[AJn agency changing its course must supply a reasoned analysis indicating 
that prior policies and standards are being deliberately dhanged, not casually ignored, ‘and if an 
agency glosses over or swerves from prior precedents without ‘disdussion it ‘may ~cross~he line 
from the tolerably terse to the intolerably ‘mute.“). The’radical change in policy between the 
issuance of the 1988 Guidance and the proposed and final I;riles”o&.&-red without the provision of 
any reasoned basis. Indeed, in its guidance to industry FDA &ted - - .! . ..__.. _,,” * _,_I .’ _ i.i, . ._ :,__ .,, 

[u]ntil these rules are finalized, the information in @ “letter may be relied upon with 
assurance of its ,acceptability to FDA. ‘This letter, however, is not intended to bind FDA. 
should events occur prior to the issuance of a rule that require a change in FDA’s policy. 
Changes in FDA policy will be announced in future letters. or notices. 

._. 

I. , 

8 A reviewing court “shall hold unlawful and set aside agency action” if’the ‘action is. ‘@$i-a~&&iciaus, _ “. _ . . an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accoidance with law.” 3 U.S.C. 8 706(ij@j. ’ 
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Guidance, p. 1. As noted above, nothing in the passage of the PDA df iH2 requiresthe ‘&urge ’ 
implemented by the Agency - quite the opposite is true. To date; FDA has provided’no ,_‘S - . . /_ reasoned articulation of the basis for the required change in policy as between the 1988 Guidance 
and the promulgation of the proposed and finalmles. .“. ,,, ^/A, ituil. ^ i _ .,” This ~hbcliifig“orriii~~~~‘c~~stltutes ‘ .; 

arbitrary and capricious action. 

,_. _,; 

Agency action is also considered arbitrary and capricious if the agency’“enti%ly failed to 
consider an important aspect of the problem.” ~~ttbY’Ve~ic~~~~~s. ~Aii.,i v: st~j~p~+,M~i* 

,,_ ,,,.,” ., ,_ ,jl I , ~ ̂. Auto Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29,43 (1983)? cert. @ ted, 48q U.S. 9;S~“(i!%‘j.’ ‘PDA’respectfully . 

submits that continuing to have a regulation in effect that forces over 6,000 licensed wholesale 
distributors out of business in the face of Congress’ clear vision of a continuing secondary -‘*/“/.e ,<“e.“~“‘.“.y,~~ 6. b., .., x wholesale distribution market “fails to consideran important aspect o~fthe problem. 

IV. Conclusion ., 
_; -’ 

For the reasons stated above, there is no statutory or regulatory hurdle to theie”Ager& .” ’ ‘” ‘~ 
reconsidering its final regulation set forth at 21 C1F.R. 9 2~~.sO;(a)(G~anil,issriing; ttiough 
proposed regulations under its formal notice and comment prockdures, a revised regulation 
consistent with the Agency’s prior guidance permitting pedigree to commence with a 
manufacturer or authorized distributor offecord: , ,The &ri-ent versionof “C.F~R. ‘;5 “* ” * ‘- 
203.50(a)(6), if implemented, wouldnot, for the reasons st~~~&‘in‘~h.~~-~~moran~~~~ witlisttid 
judicial review. : 
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